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a general idea about the metallurgical process in a metal can be gained by observing the distribution
of phases during solidification. the relationship between the distribution of phases and the

mechanical properties of the material can be very complex. if the mechanical properties of the
phases can be obtained, for example from jmatpro, the user can perform simulations on the

mechanical properties of the alloy and make a more concrete judgement. this ability is available as a
new feature in jmatpro v6. the software jmatpro is used to predict microstructural and mechanical
properties for multi-component alloys using databases of hundreds of materials properties. jmatpro

provides a feature to import the material properties from a database and a feature to import
material property curves. the imported material properties and the material property curves can be
used as input values for further calculations, such as determining the toughness of the material. this
module contains a database of material properties. the properties can be selected from the database

and import into jmatpro. the data can be obtained from a variety of sources, such as from other
software packages, databases, and literature. the databases can be stored locally, and the

information can be updated from time to time to reflect the latest data. the user can also create their
own databases and include the properties that they have created. once the properties have been

selected, they can be imported into jmatpro. the properties can be imported using either a material
property curve or using numerical values.
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